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,..he selected interviews do not focus
on directors interpreting and stag ing
established plays. Instead, the subjects
were selected for their approaches to
creating new works through devising,
choreographing, o r workshopping. With
each interview, the reader becomes aware
of different approaches to developing
new works. The directors discuss rehearsal
approaches ranging between improvised
and premeditated, collaborative and
dictated, and how their own rehearsal
process falls along those spectrums.
Reading these accounts, theatre artists will
be taught o r reminded that there are as
many processes for making theatre as there
are theatre artists. While the interviews
collectively argue against the idea of a
rehearsal 'blueprint," emerging directing
students and established directors alike
will appreciate and learn from the book,
especially ho w each of the interviewees
defines the d irector's role as establishing
and then g uiding the process of rehearsal.
The interviews are not objective overviews
on the directors' processes, nor does the
book function as a practical handbook
on directing. Instead, the interviews are
the directors' own thoughts on how they
work. This focus can lead to a disconnect
between what the interviewee describes
and what the reader envisions. Despite each
interview including the director's bio and a
link to their personal or company's website,
it wou ld help the reader to have some
knowled ge o f the director's work before
reading the interview. This context would
allow readers to more easily visualize the
director's descriptions of their systems and
methodologies.
Directors at every stage of their careers will
recognize their own processes, fears, goals,
and philosophies expressed within the
interviews. Towards the end of the preface,
Simonsen emphasizes that all of the artists
interviewed "work in a way that they love"
(7). Jn order t o discourage readers from
seeking a single approach to the rehearsal
process, Simo nsen points out that these
eighteen artists "don't pervert themselves
to fit into a work method or a system that
essentially d oesn't suit them or makes it
impossible for them to thrive or create" (8).
Jn examining a diversity of artists' practices,
The Art of Rehearsal: Conversations with
Contemporary Theatre Makers invites
directo rs to consider these perspectives and
seek their ow n unique approach to creating
theatre.

ANNE G. LEVY
UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA

PEER- REVIEW ED SECTIO N ED ITORS T HANKS AND WELCOME
The following transitions in the staff of the SOC Journal Peer-Reviewed Section (PRS) ca ll for
heartfelt thanks to outgoing editors and a warm welcome to those incoming. First, we offer
huge thanks to Anne Fliotsos for her extraordinary contributions as an inaugura l co-ed itor of
the section from 2014- 2017. Anne's energy, expertise, and wisdom have shaped the mission
and operation of the section invaluably. As Anne leaves t his role, she is stepping in as Interim
Cha ir of the Department of Theatre at Purdue University and is busy co-editing a new anthology
with Dr. Gail Medford ent itled New Directions in Teaching Theatre Arts (Pal grave Macmillan).
While Anne's presence day to day wil l be sore ly m issed, we are grateful for her ongoing support
on t he PRS Advisory Board.
The PRS is pleased to welcome new co- editor David Callaghan, a founding
member of the editoria l boa rd and peer reviewe r. David is a professo r and
Chai r of Theatre at the University of Montevallo, where he teaches acting,
directing, musical theatre perfo rmance, and history. David has published
on Judith Malina, The Living Theatre, and 1960s performance in The Journal
of Dramatic Theory and Criticism, Theatre Symposium, Works and Days,
American Theatre, and other publications. David directs plays and musicals

at UM as well as freelances.
Continuing for another term, founding co-ed itor Ann M . Shanahan is an
associate professor at Loyola University Chicago, where she teaches acting
and theory, and directs for the main stage. Recent publications include
essays in Performing the Family Dream House: Space, Ritual, and Images of
Home (University of Iowa, 2018) and New Directions in Teaching Theatre
Arts. Ann is editor for a volume on Meredith Monk, Robe rt W ilson, and

Richard Foreman in a series entitled Great North American Theatre Directors
for Bloomsbury Methuen (Jim Peck, Series Editor).

Book Review Editor from 2014-2017, Travis Malone turns his considerable energies and
talents to a variety of projects and initiatives at Virg inia Wesleyan University, where he is
a professor and Chair of Theat re. We are deeply grateful to Travis, a member of the initial
task force to create a peer-reviewed journa l in d irecting, for his energy and enthusiasm in
establishing mechanisms for reviewing books in the new section.

Kathleen M. McGeever t ransiti ons from her associate ro le to Book
Review Editor. Also a member of the task force, Kathleen has been crucial
in the formation of the PRS. Kathleen is a professor and Chair of Theatre
at Northern Arizona University, where she teaches performance cou rses
and directs for the main stage. Kath leen writes on Brian Friel and Martin
McDonagh, among others; her essay on Harold Pinter appears in Cycnos
Universite de Nice Sophia Antipolis.

Emily A. Rollie will now serve as Associate Book Review Editor. Emily is an
assistant professor at Central Wash ington University, where she directs and
teaches BA, BFA. and MA students in theatre history, d ramatic literature,
theatre pedagogy, and acting. She is also a freelance director and is
currently working on a book about Canad ian women stage directors.

Last but by no means least, thanks must go to former Managing Editors Marella Martin Koch
and Elizabeth Nelson (who continues to graphic design) for grace, co llaborative savvy, and
unrelenting commitment to excellent communication in the PRS and throughout the Journal,
as well as to Kate Chisholm, who has filled t his ro le with ease and ski ll for the last two issues.
We also gratefully acknowledge the generous work of the ongoing peer reviewers and advisors.
Please see the Call for Submissions on p. 48 and contact the new editors listed above to
contribute an essay or book review to the PRS. !lllC
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FROM THE
FOUNDATION DIRECTOR
Here at the Foundation
we are fond of saying that
we offer opportunities
and insights into a field
where the career path is
not well lit- and, given
the nature of directing
and choreographing, is
often isolating.
One of the best ways we have found to
demystify the career path is through our
signature Observership program. In this issue,
I've invited 2016-17 Observer Class member
Ann Noling to share her reflections on her
Observership with director and mentor Daniel
Sullivan on t he production of Lillian Hellman's
The Little Foxes on Broadway. In the article,
we get an insider's view of an early-career
director honing her skills, articulating her
personal vision, and testi ng her artistic ideas
under the tutelage of a master director in his
element- the rehearsal hall. It is not on ly a
great read for those of you who might wonder
how this whole Observership thing works, but
also a powerful testament to the "journeyman"
nature of our field, and the important impact
of mentors.
In "From the Archives," we revisit a 1962
lecture by Sir Tyrone Guthrie at New York
City's West Side YMCA t itled, "The Job of the
Director: To Chair the Proceedings; reprinted
from the Winter 1991 issue of The Journal.
Guthrie is famous, of course, for launching
the Stratford Festival of Canada and founding
the Guthrie Theater on this side of the globe.
The colloquialisms have changed, as have
many of the d ifferences between British and
American theatre that Guthrie describes
(even as the terms "director," "producer," and
"manager" have persisted in their power to
confuse), but many of the artistic challenges
facing directors then, they also face now:
engag ing with playwright s, ana lyzing scripts,
collaborating with actors and designers, setting
the tone and making the perfect environment
in the rehearsal hall conducive to the creative
process- and yes, even (re-)interpreting
Shakespea re in the face of heavy criticism.
There are some gems of wisdom in this "minimasterclass" from one of the giants of the
20th-century American theatre movement.
David Roberts
Foundatio n Director
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My Observership with Dan Sullivan has been a game changer for me in ways I think it may
ta ke me months and yea rs t o fully understand and articulate. I know without question that thi!
process has made me a much st ronger director and assistant. It showed me just how much I
still had to learn when I stepped outside my limited experience of working on new plays OffBroadway. This was t he fi rst Broadway show I worked on and the first revival I had worked on
in many years. I faced a steep learning curve, and the lessons and confidence I gained from
rising to that challenge have been inva luable.
My hope wit h this Observership was that working with Dan- a director who has a reputation for
being an actor's director-on a revival, with the dual casting of Cynthia Nixon and Laura Linney,
would allow me to focus o n how to work with actors and designers after several years spent
focusi ng on how to work with playwrights on new works. This proved to be completely true.
Dan is an incredible collaborator. He listens to his actors and designers, allows them the room
t hey need to do their craft, but is still firm when he needs to stand up for a particular choice
o r decision. There was an important lesson for me as a young director in Dan's approach and
in how people responded to it: always ask for what you want, and when you can't have it, be
reasonable and make it work. But always ask, and don't m ake it any easier for people to say no.
As I had hoped, the dual cast ing of Cynthia and Laura as Birdie and Regina gave me a great
opportunity to see how Dan approached the same character with two different actors. From
the beginning, Dan gave them permission to craft their own individual performances. He
didn't make a big deal about it, and he d idn't adjust his process too much (at least, not that I
cou ld see). We worked through big chunks of the play at a time, which meant that Laura and
Cynth ia were always there watching while the other was rehearsing. However, Dan allowed
them each to do different blocki ng that made sense to t he character choices they were
making, and he made it clear that if design and technical aspects of the show had to change
to accommodate their different performances, then that is what we would do. By the end, it
was an impressive lesson in the collaborative nature of theatre. There was not a single part of
the production that was co mpletely t he same between t he two casts- the lighting, set. props
costumes, blocking, performa nces of the actors, backstage prep, and audience response all
cha nged to varying degrees between the two casts.
So mething I noticed abo ut Dan's approach to actor coaching that has really stuck with me
is that he rarely gave general acting notes. Instead, he would give notes about specific lines

that would help get at the larger note-for example, instead of saying, "I
think you need to be meaner in this scene," he would give the note that
a specific line needed to have more teeth. I'm still mulling over exactly
how or why actors seem to hear Dan 's kind of note differently, but
·hey do. It's an approach l want to incorporate into my own work and
continue exploring.
It '"'as also a g reat lesson to watch Dan in previews. Because it wasn't
a new play, I could focus on how he fine-tuned the show instead of
'oc:using on rewrites. Dan was not scared of making changes all the way
through the preview process. Even in the last rehearsal before we froze
the show, we changed the blocking for a significant moment and cut a
lone and sound cue. I know other directors who would hesitate to make
fTlajor changes like this on the last day because they wouldn't have
tie opportunity to try them out in performance and then adjust them
further. Dan did, however, and the show was unquestionably st ronger.
I have also learned a great deal about directing revivals, gaining a new
understanding of the importance of considering a revival through both
Ile lens of the period in which the playwright wrote the play and also the
contemporary lens your audience will bring to it. Before beginning work on
this production, I had been thinking about what The Little Foxes says about
the period in which it is set and what it says about today to a contemporary
aud·ence, but r had not been thinking about it in the context of when it was
wntten. our conversations in the rehearsal room throughout the process
helped me understand the importance of considering the perspective from
which Lillian Hellman wrote the play in 1939.
As a result of this Observership, I would no longer categorically define
myself solely as a new play director. I still have a deep passion and
affinity for new play development and love the excitement of finding
the play thro ugh readings, rehea rsals, and rewrites. However, I have
always envied my director friends who do devised work because of
the opportunity they have to make director-driven work, even t hough
devised work has never appealed to me-script work and textual

ana lysis are too intrinsic to my approach as a director. This Observership
reminded me that with a reviva l, you still work from a script and start
with a playwright, but the director is the primary storytel ler of your
production-he or she is responsible for finding the narrative throughline that is the driving force for the piece. New work has always appealed
to me because the social-political ramifications of my work are very
important to me as an artist, and I like the opportunity to tell new stories
in new ways. Working on a show like The Little Foxes with timely political
themes, however, reminded me that there is also a lot of opportunity for
socio-political commentary with a well-chosen revival.
Dan talked through ideas and notes with me, listened to my opinions,
and trusted me to give notes to the actors when he wasn't at press
performances. This trust and openness not only allowed me to learn
more from him and his process but also helped me learn just how much
I was capable of. I sincerely hope I am able to work with him again.
In addition to the lessons I learned from watching Dan's approach, my
Observership reminded me how much I can learn from working with
seasoned professionals, as long as I am rigorous about searching out
new experiences and challenges. It renewed in me a commitment to
search out specific new opportunities that address gaps in my training.
I've been struggling to put into words how all the little things I learned
from working with Dan added up. But I finally realized that this struggle
is sort of the point. I don't know all the ways this Observership will help
and shape me moving forward. It has opened up so much to me-new
techniques, new ideas, new collaborators, and new ways of identifying
and understanding my own work. I don't know yet what all these new
things will lead to. But I know that this experience has given me these
new opportunities as well as the confidence to pursue t hem and make
the most of them. Working on this production was new and hard and
challenging and stressful and stimulating and exciting, and I did it, and I
did it well-and that experience is invaluable.
FALL 2017
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THANK YOU TO ALL OF OUR MENTORS OVER THE YEARS
Thank you, not just for the work that you do, but for t he spirit in which you do it.
Thank you for fostering the imaginations of the next generation.

2016-2017 MENTORS

MENTOR

PROJECT

Kwame Kwei-Armah
Emily Mann
Eric Ting
Robert O'Hara

Twelfth Night
Bathing in the Moonlight
Othello
Bella
Falsettos
Little Dancer
Party People
In Transit
Amelie
A Thousand Splendid Suns
Lost in the Stars
Women in Jeopardy
Kid Victory
The Moors
Mrs. Miller Does Her Thing
Intelligence
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory
The Little Foxes
Gypsy
Venus
The Monster-Builder

Spencer Liff
Susan Stroman
Liesl Tommy
Kath leen Marshall
Pam MacKinnon
Carey Perloff
Anne Bogart
Karen Azenberg
Christopher Windom
Mike Donahue
Josh Prince
Daniell a Topal
Josh Bergasse
Daniel Su llivan
Marcia Milgrom Dodge
Lear deBessonet
Art Manke
Joe Calarco
Simon Godwin
Timothy Doug las
Daniel Aukin
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Jesus Christ Superstar
Measure for Measure
Topdog/Underdog
Fulfillment Center

OBSERVER
Tyler Spicer
Adriana Colon
Camille Hayes
Katie Lindsay
Jason Luks
Angela Harris
Christina Angeles & Jon Royal
Rhonda Kohl (Traube Fellow)
Seonjae Kim (Ockrent Fellow)
Lyndsay Burch
Leta Tremblay
Jennifer Curfman
Susan Toni
Benita de Wit
Jason Luks
Arianna Soloway
Natalie Malotke
Ann Noling
Patrick Strickland
Alexis Devance
Jess Shoemaker
Michael Witkes
Emma Went
Nirvania Quesada
Julia Sears

